
Special Update #3 Thurs. 23 
June 2022 

Supreme Court Opinion Announcements 
Cancelled For Today, Moved to Friday 

MK ULTRA Mind Control of Children – 
Hitler, Bush, Biden, the CIA and New World 
Order, Cathy O Brian: https://
frankspeech.com/video/mk-ultra-mind-control-
weapon-system-choice-new-world-order 

“When We Open Our Eyes We Can See That 
God Is Never Far Away” 

May 1, 2022- #4833 Music & the Spoken Word 
(thetabernaclechoir.org) 

God gives us free choice and doesn’t 
micromanage our lives, but He also does not 
ignore His children. As a wise and loving Father, 
He finds countless ways – large and small, 
grand and mundane – to express His love and 
care. 
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We don’t always notice His tender mercies, but 
He doesn’t stop extending them. If we look with 
the eye of faith, we can see His divine signature 
written on many moments of our lives. 

Many have found that He is most generous with 
His tender mercies during our hardest times – 
when we need them most. Tender mercies 
rarely erase a difficulty, but they change the 
way we look at them. They open our hearts to 
the Lord’s quiet reassurances, comfort and 
support. 

When we open our eyes we can see that, all 
this time, God has never been very far away. 

Judy Note on the Global Currency Reset: 

• Everything has been quiet, with zero Intel incoming. 
Meanwhile according to Q, we were in the middle of The 
Storm, the greatest Military Operation of our Time: 
https://t.me/SpaceForceGalacticFederation/9882 

• Reminder: No one, and I mean Absolutely No One 
knows the exact time and date that the Global Currency 
Reset would be finalized, with codes entered for 
notification of Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group) to set 
redemption/ exchange appointments – it dependent 
upon an earth shattering Event such as a Stock Market 
Crash that would implode the global economy. The 
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exact deadline would be decided by the Military out of 
calculations of their Quantum Computer and based upon 
concerns for safety of The People. Trust the Plan. 

Restored Republic: 

• We were in the middle of thirteen days of Mass 
Arrests – to Fri. 1 July 2022. 

• Imminent: Stock Market Crash, riots in major cities 
over Row vs. Wade Supreme Court decision, food 
shortages, emergency notifications by Phones, TVs, 
Radios, Internet that would override other broadcasts 
and implementation of GESARA/ NESARA. 

• Sat. 25 June: Trump Rally in Illinois, plus Live Stream 
Event to personally answer your questions Sat. 25 June 
1:00 pm EST: https://t.me/magapatriots20 

• Thurs. 7 July Checkmate: World Premier “2000 
Mules.” JFK Jr. identity confirmed? 

• Israel’s Government Has Collapsed 

• Arkansas, Wisconsin, Texas Have Decertified the 
2020 Election. 

• Texas to Vote on Seceding from the Union 

• Speculation mounts that the Pope Would Resign 

• Trump Files Civil Lawsuit Against Deep State 

• Cabal Owned and Run IRS Harassment: IRS 
Harassment: Seniors Ken and Barbie Face Imprisonment 
For Living in Their Own Home | Crime All-Stars | Before 
It’s News (beforeitsnews.com) 

Covid/Monkey Pox/Vax Hoax: 
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• Dr. Death: What Will the World Think of Tony ‘The 
Science’ Fauci If and When This All Settles Down? 
Lara Logan: “What many doctors have said to me and 
intelligence people and bioweapons specialists … is that, 
basically, Fauci will be known as the greatest mass killer 
in history once we get the whole truth and once we get 
to the other side of this.” 

• Doctors’ Group Fires Back After CDC’s Quarantine, 
Vaccine Recommendations for Children: https://
newsyoucantrust.me/3Om95Ao 

• Covid Jabs Linked to Surge in Demonic 
Possessions Religious Leaders Say: https://
rupreparing.com/news/2022/6/19/covid-jabs-linked-to-
surge-in-demonic-possessions-religious-leaders-say-
saturday-june-18-2022-by-ethan-huff 

2020 Election Fraud: 

• USA Arizona Maricopa County Audit Hearing: Maybe 
Rusty Bowers can explain why duplicate ballot envelopes 
for mail-ins surged after Election Day (just like illegal 
ballots that were counted from the USPS) 

Global Protests and Demonstrations:

• Wisconsin USA: An angry mob of far-left abortionists 
stormed the Wisconsin State Capitol to intimidate 
lawmakers after they blocked Gov. Evers attempt to 
overturn the state’s 173-year old abortion ban. No 
arrests, FBI and DOJ radio silent 

The Real News for Thurs. 23 June 2022: 

• China: Hundreds of thousands evacuated in China amid 
heavy rains, floods: https://www.aljazeera.com/news/
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2022/6/21/hundreds-of-thousands-flee-homes-in-china-
amid-heavy-rains https://www.expressandstar.com/
news/world-news/2022/06/22/south-china-floods-force-
tens-of-thousands-to-evacuate/ 

• Corruption in the US Court System and IRS: IRS 
Harassment: Seniors Ken and Barbie Face Imprisonment 
For Living in Their Own Home | Crime All-Stars | Before 
It’s News (beforeitsnews.com) 

• Arnold Schwarzeneger’s father was a high-ranking 
Nazi SS officer under Hitler. Connect the dots-they are 
all interconnected. https://t.me/
EXPOSEthePEDOSendOFtheCABALchat/3106 

• MK ULTRA Mind Control of Children – Hitler, Bush, 
Biden, the CIA and New World Order, Cathy O Brian: 
https://frankspeech.com/video/mk-ultra-mind-control-
weapon-system-choice-new-world-order 

• The Cabal’s Black Rock Expands in China: https://
www.businesstimes.com.sg/companies-markets/
blackrock-plans-singapore-expansion-with-dozens-more-
employees 

White Hat Intel: 

• The ultimate responsibility for the Covid Pandemic, 
Biological Terrorism and mass genocide taking place in 
the world right now lay with the World Economic Forum. 

• Founder of the World Economic Forum was Klaus 
Schwab. 

• His father was industrialist and fascist Eugen Schwab, 
who was close to Hitler. 

• Klaus was born in Nazi Germany in 1938. At the 
time, his father ran the strategic company “Escher-
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Wyss” and ran his own concentration camp, where 
prisoners had to work for free. The income from this 
company gave Klaus Schwab a comfortable existence. 

• Schwab assembles a number of the most powerful 
scraps from around the world. Schwab is regarded by 
independent researchers as the organizer of the COVID 
pandemic, biological terrorism, mass genocide and the 
main ideologist of modern Western fascism. 

• Schwab Bloodlines around the world are bringing 
people to their knees and have been for generations. 

• The Maxwell Family was Israel’s “Back Door” Into 
Silicon Valley. The Maxwells link to the Isrealian Mossad, 
FBI, CIA and the Elite via Honey Trapping, Human Child 
Trafficking and Treason. 

• By moving in “the same circles as her father” and 
vowing to “work only on things involving Israel,” Isabel 
Maxwell became a pivotal liaison for the entry of Israeli 
intelligence-linked tech firms into Silicon Valley with the 
help of Microsoft’s two co-founders, Paul Allen and Bill 
Gates. 

• Myanmar, the largest Drug & Child Trafficking 
country in the World in the Golden Triangle was being 
shutdown. 

• The Ruby Red Rings the Elites wear were part of the 
TerraMar Project. Maxwell’s etc used old Submarines 
with new Tech to collect Jewells from the bottom of the 
Ocean Floors in International Waters. They used the 
remains of children, put them through a whole heap of 
processes & they end up in the Ruby Red Rings Elites 
wear. 

• Same goes for the Red Shoe Club. The shoes are 
made from the skin and blood of children. 



[Note: Sensitive content in this report has been 
redacted. See redacted content in the full report 
attached below.] 

Read Full Report (Doc): 

Special-Restored-Republic-via-a-GCR-6-23-2022Download
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